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Yoram Bauman, “the world’s first and only stand-up economist” performs regularly at 
colleges and corporate events, sharing the stage with everyone from Robin Williams 
to Paul Krugman. He has appeared in TIME Magazine and on PBS and NPR, and is the 
co-author of the two-volume Cartoon Introduction to Economics, which is now available 
in Chinese, German, Italian, and other languages. He is a carbon tax Fellow at Sightline 
Institute, where he co-authored Tax Shift with Alan Durning.

Grady Klein is a cartoonist, animator, and graphic designer. He is the co-author with 
Yoram Bauman of The Cartoon Introduction to Economics, Volumes One and Two; the co-
author with Alan Dabney of The Cartoon Introduction to Statistics; and the creator of “The 
Lost Colony”series of graphic novels.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: Seattle, Washington; Princeton, New Jersey
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Yoram Bauman and Grady Klein

The Cartoon Introduction to 
Climate Change

Climate change is no laughing matter—but maybe it should be. The topic is 
so critical that everyone, from students to policymakers to voters, needs a 
quick and easy guide to the basics. The Cartoon Introduction to Climate Change
entertains as it educates, delivering a unique and enjoyable presentation of 
mind-blowing facts and critical concepts. 

Award-winning illustrator Grady Klein and “stand-up economist” Yoram 
Bauman have created the funniest overview of climate science, predictions, 
and policy that you’ll ever read. You’ll giggle, but you’ll also learn—about 
everything from Milankovitch cycles to carbon taxes. If those subjects 
sound daunting, consider that Bauman and Klein have already written two 
enormously successful cartoon guides to economics, making the notoriously 
dismal science accessible to countless readers.  

If economics can be funny, then climate science can be a riot. The Cartoon 
Introduction to Climate Change takes the intimidation and gloom out of one of 
the most complex and hotly debated challenges of our time.

“Stand-up economist” Yoram Bauman brings his novel approach to 

explaining economics to the subject of climate change

Energy & Climate 
June 2014 | 7 X 10 | 224 pages. | Illustrated.
Paperback: $19.95 978-1-61091-438-3
Island Press Trade 
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Global Environmental 
Governance
James Gustave Speth and 
Peter M. Haas
2006 | 192 pages.
Paper: $22.50
978-1-59726-081-7

Markets and the 
Environment
Nathaniel O. Keohane 
and Sheila M. Olmstead
2007 | 288 pages
Paper: $22.50
978-1-59726-047-3

Of related interest 

New
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Mike Lydon and Anthony Garcia

Tactical Urbanism

Short-term, community-based  projects—from pop-up parks to open streets 
initiatives—have become a  powerful and adaptable new tool of urban 
activists, planners, and  policymakers seeking to drive lasting improvements 
in their cities and  beyond. These quick, often low-cost, and creative projects 
are the  essence of the Tactical Urbanism movement. Whether creating vibrant  
plazas seemingly overnight or re-imagining parking spaces as  neighborhood 
gathering places, they offer a way to gain public and  government support 
for investing in permanent projects, inspiring  residents and civic leaders to 
experience and shape urban spaces in a  new way.

Tactical Urbanism, written by Mike Lydon and  Anthony Garcia, two 
founders of the movement, promises to be the  foundational guide for urban 
transformation. The authors begin with an  in-depth history of the Tactical 
Urbanism movement and its place among  other social, political, and urban 
planning trends, and a detailed set of  case studies demonstrate the breadth 
and  scalability of tactical urbanism interventions. Finally, the book  provides a 
detailed toolkit for conceiving, planning, and carrying out  projects, including 
how to adapt them based on local needs and  challenges. 

Tactical Urbanism will inspire and empower a  new generation of engaged 
citizens, urban designers, land use planners,  architects, and policymakers to 
become key actors in the transformation  of their communities.

The first, and full-color, guide to Tactical Urbanism

Land Use Planning 
May 2014 | 6 X 9 | 256 pages. 
Four-color throughout.
Paperback: $21.95 978-1-61091-526-7 
E-Book: $20.99 978-1-61091-567-0
Island Press Trade  
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Urbanism in the Age of 
Climate Change
Peter Calthorpe
2010 | 176 pages.
Paperback: $30.00
978-1-59726-721-2

Of related interest 

New

Mike Lydon is Principal of The Street Plans Collaborative.  An internationally recognized 
planner, he was a co-author of The Smart Growth Manual and the creator and primary 
author of the reports “The Open Streets Project” and “Tactical Urbanism: Short-term 
Action, Long-Term Change” Vol.1 and Vol.2.  He works and speaks internationally on 
smart growth, livable cities, active transportation, and tactical urbanism. 

Anthony Garcia is Principal of The Street Plans Collaborative. Prior to launching the 
firm’s Miami office, Anthony was Project Director for six years at Chael Cooper & 
Associates Architects. Between 2008-2012 he was Managing Editor and Publisher of 
TransitMiami.com, a blog dedicated to planning and transportation in South Florida. He 
serves as part-time faculty at the University of Miami School of Architecture, is an active 
Board member of the Green Mobility Network, and a member of the Congress of the New 
Urbansim.

AUTHORS’ RESIDENCES: Brooklyn, New York; Miami, Florida

Good Urbanism
Nan Ellin
2012 | 184 pages.
Paper: $35.00
978-1-61091-374-4
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New
Alan Rabinowitz

An Indomitable Beast
The Remarkable Journey of the Jaguar

The jaguar is one of the most mysterious and least-known big cats of the world. 
The largest cat in the Americas, it has survived an onslaught of environmental 
and human threats partly because of an evolutionary history unique among 
wild felines, but also because of a power and indomitable spirit so strong, the 
jaguar has shaped indigenous cultures and the beliefs of early civilizations on 
two continents.

In An Indomitable Beast: The Remarkable Journey of the Jaguar, big-cat expert Alan 
Rabinowitz shares his own personal journey to conserve a species that, despite 
its past resilience, is now on a slide toward extinction if something is not done 
to preserve the pathways it prowls through an ever-changing, ever-shifting 
landscape dominated by humans. Rabinowitz reveals how he learned from 
newly available genetic data that the jaguar was a single species connected 
genetically throughout its entire range from Mexico to Argentina, making it 
unique among all other large carnivores in the world. In a mix of personal 
discovery and scientific inquiry, he sweeps his readers deep into the realm of 
the jaguar, offering fascinating accounts from the field. Enhanced with maps, 
tables, and color plates, An Indomitable Beast brings important new research to 
life for scientists, anthropologists, and animal lovers alike.

This book is not only about jaguars, but also about tenacity and survival. From 
the jaguar we can learn better strategies for saving other species and also how 
to save ourselves when faced with immediate and long-term catastrophic 
changes to our environment.

A journey of jaguar conservation and resilience from scientist and 

storyteller Alan Rabinowitz

Alan Rabinowitz, one of the world’s leading experts on big cats, is cofounder and CEO 
of Panthera, a nonprofit organization devoted to saving wild cat species. Previously, 
Rabinowitz served for almost thirty years as executive director of the Science and 
Exploration Division for the Wildlife Conservation Society. The author of six previous 
books, Rabinowitz has been profiled in the New York Times, National Geographic 
Adventure Magazine, Outside Magazine, Scientific American, and a National Geographic 
special, In Search of the Jaguar.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE:  Mahopac, New York

Wildlife & Science
September 2014 | 6 X 9 | 304 pages. 8-pg. col-
or photo insert; 10 b/w figures, maps, tables.
Hardcover: $30.00 978-1-59726-996-4
E-Book: $29.99 978-1-61091-227-3
Island Press Trade
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Jaguar
Alan Rabinowitz
2000 | 416 pages.
Paperback: $40.00
978-1-55963-802-9

Climate and 
Conservation
Edited by Jodi A. Hilty, 
Charles C. Chester, and 
Molly S. Cross
2012 | 392 pages.
Paperback: $35.00
978-1-61901-171-9

Of related interest 



New

Cristina Eisenberg

The Carnivore Way
Coexisting with and Conserving North America's Predators

Cristina Eisenberg brings the science and policy of protecting large 

carnivores to life in this follow-up to her popular book, The Wolf’s Tooth

What would it be like to live in a world with no predators roaming our 
landscapes? Would their elimination, which humans have sought with ever 
greater urgency in recent times, bring about a pastoral, peaceful human 
civilization? Or in fact is their existence critical to our own, and do we need 
to be doing more to assure their health and the health of the landscapes they 
need to thrive? 

In The Carnivore Way, Cristina Eisenberg argues compellingly for the necessity 
of top predators in large, undisturbed landscapes, and how a continental-
long corridor—a “carnivore way”—provides the room they need to roam 
and connected landscapes that allow them to disperse. Eisenberg follows 
the footsteps of six large carnivores—wolves, grizzly bears, lynx, jaguars, 
wolverines, and cougars—on a 7,500-mile wildlife corridor from Alaska to 
Mexico along the Rocky Mountains. Backed by robust science, she shows how 
their well-being is a critical factor in sustaining healthy landscapes and how 
it is possible for humans and large carnivores to coexist peacefully and even 
to thrive. 

University students in natural resource science programs, resource managers, 
conservation organizations, and anyone curious about carnivore ecology 
and management in a changing world will find a thoughtful guide to large 
carnivore conservation that dispels long-held myths about their ecology and 
contributions to healthy, resilient landscapes.

Cristina Eisenberg conducts trophic cascades research focusing on wolves in Rocky 
Mountain ecosystems. She teaches ecological restoration and public policy in the 
College of Forestry at Oregon State University and is a Smithsonian Research Associate. 
Dr. Eisenberg has authored multiple peer-reviewed scientific and literary journal articles 
and several book chapters. Her first book, The Wolf’s Tooth: Keystone Predators, Trophic 
Cascades and Biodiversity, was published in 2010 by Island Press.  

AUTHOR RESIDENCE:  Bigfork, Montana
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Biodiversity & Wildlife
May 2014 | 6 X 9 | 288 pages.
Hardcover: $30.00 978-1-59726-982-7 
E-Book: $29.99 978-1-61091-208-2
Island Press Trade
Selling Territory: Worldwide

The Wolf’s Tooth
Cristina Eisenberg
2010 | 272 pages.
Paper: $25.00
978-1-59726-398-6

Trophic Cascades
Edited by John Terborgh 
and James A. Estes
2010 | 488 pages.
Paper: $47.50
978-1-59726-487-7

Of related interest 
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New
The Worldwatch Institute

State of the World 2014
Governing for Sustainability

Citizens expect their governments to lead on sustainability. But from largely 
disappointing international conferences like Rio II to the U.S.’s failure to pass 
meaningful climate legislation, governments’ progress has been lackluster. 
That’s not to say leadership is absent; it just often comes from the bottom 
up rather than the top down. Action—on climate, species loss, inequity, and 
other sustainability crises—is being driven by local, people’s, women’s, and 
grassroots movements around the world, often in opposition to the agendas 
pursued by governments and big corporations.

These diverse efforts are the subject of the latest volume in the Worldwatch 
Institute’s highly regarded State of the World series. The 2014 edition, marking 
the Institute’s 40th anniversary, examines both barriers to responsible political 
and economic governance as well as gridlock-shattering new ideas. The 
authors analyze a variety of trends and proposals, including regional and 
local climate initiatives, the rise of benefit corporations and worker-owned 
firms, the need for energy democracy, the Internet’s impact on sustainability, 
and the importance of eco-literacy. A consistent thread throughout the book is 
that informed and engaged citizens are key to better governance.

The book is a clear-eyed yet ultimately optimistic assessment of citizens’ ability 
to govern for sustainability. By highlighting both obstacles and opportunities, 
State of the World 2014 shows how to effect change within and beyond the 
halls of government. This volume will be especially useful for policymakers, 
environmental nonprofits, students of environmental studies, sustainability, 
or economics—and citizens looking to jumpstart significant change around 
the world.

A clear and optimistic approach to governing for sustainability from 

today’s environmental-thought leaders

Founded in 1974 by farmer and economist Lester Brown, Worldwatch was the  first 
independent research institute devoted to the analysis of global  environmental 
concerns. Worldwatch quickly became recognized by opinion  leaders around the 
world for its accessible, fact-based analysis of  critical global issues. Now under the 
leadership of population expert  and author Robert Engelman, Worldwatch develops 
innovative solutions to  intractable problems, emphasizing a blend of government 
leadership,  private sector enterprise, and citizen action that can make a  sustainable 
future a reality.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: Washington, DC

Energy & Climate | Policy & Law
April 2014 | 7 X 9.25 | 280 pages.
Figures, photos, tables.
Paperback: $23.00 978-1-61091-541-0
E-Book: $22.99 978-1-61091-542-7
Island Press Trade
Selling Territory: Worldwide

State of the World 2013
The Worldwatch Institute
2013 | 464 pages.
Paperback: $22.00
978-1-61091-449-9

State of the World 2012
The Worldwatch Institute
2012 | 272 pages.
Paper: $22.00
978-1-61091-037-8

Of related interest 
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F. Kaid Benfield

People Habitat
25 Ways to Think About Greener, Healthier Cities

With over 80 percent of Americans now living in cities and suburbs, getting 
our communities right has never been more important, more complicated, 
or more fascinating. Longtime sustainability leader Kaid Benfield shares 25 
enlightening and entertaining essays about the wondrous ecology of human 
settlement, and how to make it better for both people and the planet.

People Habitat explores topics as diverse as “green” housing developments that 
are no such thing, the tricky matter of gentrifying inner cities, why people 
don’t walk much anymore, and the relationship between cities and religion.  
Written with intellect, insight, and from-the-heart candor, each real-world 
story in People Habitat will make you see our communities in a new light.

25 essays from populuar sustainable-cities blogger and thinker Kaid Benfield

Planning | Sustainability  
January 2014 | 6 X 9 | 304 pages. 120 images. 
Paperback: $25.00 978-0-9897511-0-0 
E-Book: $14.99 978-0-9897511-1-7
Island Press Trade
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Seven Rules for 
Sustainable Communities
Patrick M. Condon
2010 | 216 pages.
Paperback: $30.00
978-1-59726-665-9

The Guide to Greening 
Cities
Sadhu Aufochs Johnston, 
Steven S. Nicholas, and 
Julia Parzen
2013 | 264 pages.
Paperback: $30.00
978-1-61091-379-9

F. Kaid Benfield is Special Counsel for Urban Solutions at the Natural Resources Defense 
Council (NRDC) in Washington, DC. He is also an adjunct professor at the George 
Washington University School of Law; co-founder, LEED for Neighborhood Development 
rating system; co-founder, Smart Growth America coalition; author of several books on 
smart growth and sprawl, and a regular contributor to the websites The Atlantic Cities, 
the Sustainable Cities Collective, and NRDC’s Switchboard.  He was selected as one of 
the world’s “top urban thinkers” on the city planning website Planetizen and one of “the 
most influential people in sustainable planning and development” by the Partnership 
for Sustainable Communities.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: Washington, DC

Of related interest 

New



Brian Richter

Chasing Water
A Guide for Moving from Scarcity to Sustainability

An essential read for anyone concerned with the coming water 

crisis—and what to do about it

Water | Policy
June 2014 | 6 X 9 | 208 pages. 
22 black & white figures.
Hardcover: $50.00 978-1-61091-536-6 
Paperback: $25.00 978-1-61091-538-0
E-Book: $24.99 978-1-61091-537-3
Island Press Short
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Water Resources
Shimon C. Anisfeld
2010 | 352 pages.
Paper: $30.00
978-1-59726-495-2

Water Follies
Robert J. Glennon
2002 | 304 pages.
Paper: $26.00
978-1-55963-400-7

Of related interest 

Water scarcity is spreading and intensifying in many regions of the world, 
with dire consequences for local communities, economies, and freshwater 
ecosystems. Current approaches tend to rely on policies crafted at the state 
or national level, which on their own have proved insufficient to arrest water 
scarcity. To be durable and effective, water plans must be informed by the 
culture, economics, and varied needs of affected community members. 

International water expert Brian Richter argues that sustainable water 
sharing in the twenty-first century can only happen through open, 
democratic dialogue and local collective action. In Chasing Water, Richter 
tells a cohesive and complete story of water scarcity: where it is happening, 
what is causing it, and how it can be addressed. Through his engaging and 
nontechnical style, he strips away the complexities of water management to 
its bare essentials, providing information and practical examples that will 
empower community leaders, activists, and students to develop successful 
and long-lasting water programs. 

Chasing Water will provide local stakeholders with the tools and knowledge 
they need to take an active role in the watershed-based planning and 
implementation that are essential for water supplies to remain sustainable 
in perpetuity.

New

A global leader in river science and conservation for more than twenty-five years, 
Brian Richter is Director of Global Freshwater Strategies for The Nature Conservancy, 
an international conservation organization, where he promotes sustainable water use 
and management with governments, corporations, and local communities. Brian has 
consulted on more than 120 water projects worldwide and serves as a water advisor to 
some of the world's largest corporations, investment banks, and the United Nations. He 
is coauthor, with Sandra Postel, of Rivers for Life: Managing Water for Humans and Nature. 

AUTHOR RESIDENCE:  Crozet, Virginia
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New

Timothy Beatley

Blue Urbanism
Exploring Connections Between Cities and Oceans

From the godfather of the concept of ‘green urbanism’ comes a new 

approach to integrating ocean health into our urban planning and policies

What would it mean to live in cities designed to foster feelings of connectedness 
to the ocean? As coastal cities begin planning for climate change and rising 
sea levels, author Timothy Beatley sees opportunities for rethinking the 
relationship between urban development and the ocean.  Modern society 
is more dependent upon ocean resources than people are commonly aware 
of—from oil and gas extraction to wind energy, to the vast amounts of fish 
harvested globally, to medicinal compounds derived from sea creatures, and 
more. In Blue Urbanism, Beatley argues that, given all we’ve gained from 
the sea, city policies, plans, and daily urban life should acknowledge and 
support a healthy ocean environment. 

The book explores issues ranging from urban design and land use, to resource 
extraction and renewable energy, to educating urbanites about the wonders 
of marine life. Beatley looks at how emerging practices like “community 
supported fisheries” and aquaponics can provide a sustainable alternative 
to industrial fishing practices. Other chapters delve into incentives for 
increasing use of wind and tidal energy as renewable options to oil and 
gas extraction that damages ocean life, and how the shipping industry is 
becoming more “green.” Additionally, urban citizens, he explains, have 
many opportunities to interact meaningfully with the ocean, from beach 
cleanups to helping scientists gather data. 

Ultimately, he explains that we must create a culture of “ocean literacy” 
using a variety of approaches, from building design and art installations that 
draw inspiration from marine forms, to encouraging citizen volunteerism 
related to oceans, to city-sponsored research, and support for new laws 
that protect marine health. Equal parts inspiration and practical advice for 
urban planners, ocean activists, and policymakers, Blue Urbanism offers a 
comprehensive look at the challenges and great potential for urban areas to 
integrate ocean health into their policy and planning goals.

Timothy Beatley is Teresa Heinz Professor of Sustainable Communities in the 
Department of Urban and Environmental Planning, in the School of Architecture at the 
University of Virginia, where he has taught for more than twenty-five years. He is the 
author of many books, including Biophilic Cities, Resilient Cities, and Green Urbanism, all 
published by Island Press.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: Charlottesville, Virginia
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Land Use Planning | Oceans
July 2014 | 6 X 9 | 184 pages. 45 images. 
Hardcover: $55.00 978-1-61091-404-8 
Paperback: $25.00 978-1-61091-405-5
E-Book: $24.99 978-1-61091-564-9
Island Press Short  
Selling Territory: Worldwide

The Rising Sea
Orrin H. Pilkey and 
Rob Young
2009 | 272 pages.
Paper: $26.00
978-1-61091-004-0

Green Urbanism
Timothy Beatley
1999 | 512 pages.
Paper: $50.00
978-1-55963-682-7

Of related interest 



Hillary Brown

Next Generation Infrastructure
Principles for Post-Industrial Public Works

A timely and unique look at rethinking our infrastructure

Land Use Planning
May 2014 | 7 X 10 | 224 pages.
23 photographs, 7 figures, and 6 boxes. 
Hardcover: $65.00 978-1-59726-805-9
Paperback: $40.00 978-1-61091-181-8
E-Book: $39.99 978-1-61091-202-0
Island Press Short
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Creating Green Roadways
James L. Sipes and 
Matthew L. Sipes
2012 | 296 pages.
Paper: $45.00
978-1-61091-375-1

Transport Beyond Oil
Edited by John L. Renne 
and Billy Fields
2013 | 344 pages.
Paper: $40.00
978-1-61091-043-9

Of related interest 

The 2007 bridge collapse in Minneapolis-St. Paul quickly became symbolic 
of the debilitated interstate highway system—and of what many critics see 
as America’s disinvestment in its infrastructure. The extreme vulnerability 
of single-purpose, aging infrastructure was highlighted once again when 
Hurricane Sandy churned its way across the northeast United States. 
Inundating New York City’s vital arteries, floodwaters overwhelmed tunnels 
and sewers; closed bridges; shut down mass transit; curtailed gas supplies; 
and destroyed streets, buildings, and whole neighborhoods. 

Next Generation Infrastructure takes a critical but ulimately hopeful look at how 
our  infrastructure networks can be made more efficient, less environmentally 
damaging, and more resilient. Brown argues that, if we’re to chart a course 
for global sustainability, we must begin to design, regulate, and finance 
infrastructure that decouples carbon-intensive and ecologically harmful 
technologies from critical infrastructure systems, namely the essential 
systems for contemporary society: water, wastewater, power, solid waste, 
transportation, and communication. The book highlights hopeful examples 
from around the world, ranging from the Mount Poso cogeneration plant in 
California to urban rainwater harvesting in Seoul, South Korea, to the multi-
purpose Marina Barrage project in Singapore. 

Brown encourages us to envision infrastructure within a larger economic, 
environmental, and social context, and to share resources across systems, 
reducing costs and extending benefits. This is a must read for professionals 
and students interested in a more reslient urban future including urban 
designers, architects, urban planners, urban policymakers, landscape 
architects, and engineers.

New

Hillary Brown, FAIA, is Professor at the Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture 
at the City College of New York. She is Founding Principal of the firm New Civic Works, 
which assists public, institutional and nonprofit entities in portfolio-wide sustainability 
planning (buildings and infrastructure.) Hillary Brown is a Fellow of the Post-Carbon 
Institute, and a fellow of CUNY Institute for Urban Systems. 

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: New York, New York

9
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New

Rutherford H. Platt is Professor Emeritus of Geography at the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst and also is Senior Fellow at the Institute for Sustainable Cities, 
City University of New York (CUNY). His books include The Humane Metropolis and 
Disasters and Democracy, and he was lead editor of The Ecological City. He has previously  
served on eight panels of the National Academy of Sciences/National  Research Council, 
twice as chair. He has participated in many  international meetings and has served as 
consultant to diverse  organizations including the Environmental Protection Agency, the 
Federal  Emergency Management Agency, the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, the  H. 
John Heinz III Center for Science, Economics, and the Environment, and the World Bank.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: Florence, Massachusetts

Rutherford H. Platt

Land Use and Society, Third Edition
Geography, Law, and Public Policy

The intersection between geography and law is a critical yet often overlooked 
element of land-use decisions, with a widespread impact on how societies 
use the land, water, and biodiversity around them. Land Use and Society, Third 
Edition is a clear and compelling guide to the role of law in shaping patterns 
of land use and environmental management. Originally published in 1996 and 
revised in 2004, this third edition has been updated with data from the 2010 
U.S. Census and revised with the input of academics and professors to address 
the changing issues in land use, policy, and law today.

Land Use and Society, Third Edition retains the historical approach of the original 
text while providing a more concise and topical survey of the evolution of 
urban land use regulation, from Europe in the Middle Ages through the present 
day United States. Rutherford Platt examines the “nuts and bolts” of land 
use decision-making in the present day and analyzes key players, including 
private landowners, local and national governments, and the courts. This 
third edition is enhanced by a discussion of the current trends and issues in 
land use, from urban renewal and demographic shifts in cities to the growing 
influence of local governance in land use management.

Land Use and Society, Third Edition is a vital resource for any student seeking 
to understand the intersection between law, politics, and the natural world. 
While Platt examines specific rules, doctrines, and practices from an American 
context, an understanding of the role of law in shaping land use decisions 
will prove vital for students, policymakers, and land use managers around 
the world.

Third edition of a popular core text for land use planning and policy 

students from a well-respected geographer

Land Use Planning
July 2014 | 7 X 10 | 344 pages. 
Photographs, figures, tables, and boxes. 
Hardcover: $90.00 978-1-61091-453-6  
Paperback: $50.00 978-1-61091-454-3
E-Book: $49.99 978-1-61091-455-0
Island Press Text
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Cities in the Wilderness
Bruce Babbitt
2007 | 224 pages.
Paper: $25.00
978-1-59726-151-7

A Better Way to Zone
Donald L. Elliott
2008 | 256 pages.
Paper: $30.00
978-1-59726-181-4

Of related interest 
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New
Nico Larco, Kristin Kelsey, and Amanda West

Site Design for Multifamily Housing
Creating Livable, Connected Neighborhoods

The United States is over eighty percent urbanized, yet over half of the 
population still lives in suburban settings, characterized by low-density, 
automobile-dependent development with separated land uses. These 
disconnected and isolated models of development have been linked to 
increased greenhouse-gas emissions and reduced quality of life, health, and 
social connections. In Site Design for Multifamily Housing: Creating Livable, 
Connected, Neighborhoods, the authors explain that creating more livable 
and vital communities is within reach and the design and development of 
multifamily housing is a key component to reaching this goal. 

Multifamily housing is an important component of increasing density, which 
is necessary to achieve connectivity for compact and walkable development. 
Multifamily housing in suburban areas presents greater challenges than in 
urban areas due in part to larger lot sizes and street patterns that are often a mix 
of cul-de-sac, curved, looped, and dead-end streets. Increasing the livability of 
these developments is an important first step in affecting the livability of the 
country as a whole. 

This handbook introduces planners, developers, and designers to ten key 
elements of multifamily site design, comparing typical and recommended 
conditions. Case studies of successful large lot multifamily developments 
as well as retrofit proposals for existing developments with low internal 
and external connectivity will demonstrate how the tools in the book can be 
applied.  Examples are drawn from Oregon, California, North Carolina, and 
Arizona. The ideas and tools in this book, including the planning checklist, 
code guide, and code summaries, will help users to create more livable, 
vibrant, and healthy communities. 

A uniquely practical handbook for planners, developers, and designers to 

help promote livability and sustainability in suburban areas

Nico Larco, AIA is an Associate Professor in the Department of Architecture and 
is Affiliated Faculty in Planning, Public Policy, and Management at the University 
of Oregon.  He is also the Co-Founder and Co-Director of the Sustainable Cities 
Initiative. Nico is a 2012/2013 Fulbright Scholar and was OTREC’s National University 
Transportation Center’s Researcher of the Year.

Kristin Kelsey is a recent graduate from the University of Oregon’s Department of 
Architecture and is currently practicing in Utah. 

Amanda West is a graduate of the University of Oregon’s Department of Planning, Public 
Policy, and Management and has been a Project Manager at the Community Planning 
Workshop at the University of Oregon.

AUTHORS’ RESIDENCES: Eugene, Oregon; Seattle, Washington; Portland, Oregon

Land Use Planning
April 2014 | 8.5 X 11 | 202 pages.
122 photographs, 32 graphs/figures.
Hardcover: $75.00 978-1-61091-546-5 
Paperback: $40.00 978-1-61091-547-2
E-Book: $39.99 978-1-61091-545-8
Island Press Short 
Selling Territory: Worldwide

The Sprawl Repair 
Manual
Galina Tachieva
2010 | 304 pages  
Paperback: $49.50
978-1-59726-732-8

Designing Suburban 
Futures
June Williamson
2013 | 160 pages
Paper: $34.99
978-1-59726-241-5

Of related interest 
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Arthur C. Nelson

Foundations of Real Estate 
Development Financing
A Guide to Public-Private Partnerships

American’s landscape is undergoing a profound transformation as demand 
grows for a different kind of American Dream—smaller homes on smaller 
lots, multifamily options, and walkable neighborhoods. This trend presents a 
tremendous opportunity to reinvent our urban and suburban areas. But in a 
time of fiscal austerity, how do we finance redevelopment needs? In Foundations 
of Real Estate Development Finance: A Guide for Public-Private Partnerships, urban 
scholar Arthur C. Nelson argues that efficient redevelopment depends on the 
ability to leverage resources through partnerships. Public-private partnerships 
are increasingly important in reducing the complexity and lowering the risk of 
redevelopment projects. 

This primer explains the basics of financing urban redevelopment. It will 
inform readers of the natural cycle of urban development, explain how to 
overcome barriers to efficient redevelopment, what it takes for the private 
sector to justify its redevelopment investments, and the role of public and 
nonprofit sectors to leverage private sector redevelopment where the market 
does not generate sufficient rates of return. 

This is a must read for practicing planners and planning students, economic 
development officials, public administrators, and others who need to 
understand how to leverage public and non-profit resources to leverage 
private funds for redevelopment.

A jargon-free, accessible primer on financing urban redevelopment for 

planners and public administrators

Land Use Planning | Real Estate 
August 2014 | 6 X 9 | 155 pages. 
Photographs and figures. 
Hardcover: $60.00 978-1-61091-561-8  
Paperback: $35.00 978-1-61091-562-5
E-Book: $34.99 978-1-61091-563-2 

Metropolitan Planning + Design Series
Island Press Short
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Reshaping Metropolitan 
America
Arthur C. Nelson
2013 | 168 pages.
Paper: $35.00
978-1-61091-033-0

The TDR Handbook
Arthur C. Nelson, 
Rick Pruetz, and 
Doug Woodruff
2011 | 344 pages.
Paper: $47.50
978-1-59726-981-0

Dr. Arthur C. Nelson, FAICP, is Presidential Professor of City & Metropolitan Planning at the 
University of Utah where he is also the Director of the Metropolitan Research Center and 
Codirector of the Master of Real Estate Development Program. 

AUTHOR RESIDENCE:  Salt Lake City, Utah

Of related interest 

New



The Alliance for Biking & Walking creates, strengthens and unites state/province and 
local bicycle and pedestrian advocacy organizations.
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Alliance for Biking & Walking

Bicycling and Walking in the 
United States
2014 Benchmarking Report

Bicycling and Walking in the United States: 2014 Benchmarking Report is an 
essential resource and tool for government officials, advocates, and those 
working to promote bicycling and walking. The Benchmarking Project is an 
on-going effort by the Alliance for Biking & Walking to collect and analyze 
data on bicycling and walking in all 50 states and the 52 most populous U.S. 
cities. This fourth biennial report also includes 17 new small and midsized 
cities as a pilot benchmarking effort. Data highlighted in this report reveal 
bicycling and walking levels and demographics; public health indicators; 
bicycle and pedestrian safety; the economic impact of bicycling and walking; 
funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects; written policies on bicycling and 
walking; bicycle infrastructure; bicycling and walking connections to transit; 
bicycling and walking education and encouragement activities; and support 
levels of bicycling and walking through advocacy and staffing. The report is 
full of data tables and graphs that show how your state or city stacks up, and 
provides unprecedented statistics to help support your case for increasing 
safe bicycling and walking in your community. Bicycling and Walking in the 
United States: 2014 Benchmarking Report was funded by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention.

An essential resource for government officials and advocates working to 

promote bicycling and walking

Land Use Planning
March 2014 | 8 X 10 | 288 pages. 
Four-color throughout. 
Paperback: $34.95 978-1-
E-Book: $5.00 978-1- 
Island Press Short
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Completing Our Streets 
Barbara McCann
2013 | 224 pages.
Paper: $28.00
978-1-61091-431-4

Urban Bikeway Design 
Guide 
National Association of City 
Transportation Officials
2014 | 349 pages.
Cloth: $50.00
978-1-61091-565-6

Of related interest 

New



New

Joe Landsberg and Richard Waring

Forests in Our Changing World
New Principles for Conservation and Management

An accessible book that lays out the technical and economic details of 

forests and forest ecology for tomorrow’s forest managers

Scientists tell us that climate change is upon us and the physical world is 
changing quickly with serious implications for biodiversity and human well-
being. Forests cover vast regions of the globe and serve as a first line of defense 
against the worst effects of climate change, but only if we keep them healthy 
and resilient.

Forests in Our Changing World tells us how to do that. Authors Joe Landsberg and 
Richard Waring present an overview of forests around the globe, describing 
basic precepts of forest ecology and physiology and how forests will change as 
earth’s climate warms. Drawing on years of research and teaching, they discuss 
the values and uses of both natural and plantation-based forests. In easy-to-
understand terms, they describe the ecosystem services forests provide, such 
as clean water and wildlife habitat, present economic concepts important to 
the management and policy decisions that affect forests, and introduce the use 
of growth-and-yield models and remote-sensing technology that provide the 
data behind those decisions.

This book is a useful guide for undergraduates as well as managers, 
administrators, and policy makers in environmental organizations and 
government agencies looking for a clear overview of basic forest processes 
and pragmatic suggestions for protecting the health of forests.

Joe Landsberg was chief of the CSIRO Division of Forest Research during the 1980s, worked 
for NASA in its Terrestrial Ecology Program in th early 1990s, and with Richard Waring 
developed a landmark computer model for CSIRO during the late 1990s used to assess the 
influence of climate on the growth and yield of forests.

Richard Waring is emeritus distinguished professor of forest science at Oregon State 
University. In his long career, he has held guest and visiting professorships at leading 
institutions around the world, and has served as administrator of a NASA program exploring 
land-atmosphere interactions and as a long-term consultant to NASA on forest modeling 
projects.

AUTHORS’ RESIDENCES: Mt. Wilson, New South Wales, Australia; Corvallis, Oregon
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Ecology
June 2014 | 6 X 9 | 304 pages.  
Figures and tables.  
Hardcover: $70.00 978-1-61091-495-6  
Paperback: $35.00 978-1-61091-496-3
E-Book: $ 978-1-61091-497-0  
Island Press Short
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Salvage Logging 
and Its Ecological 
Consequences
David B. Lindenmayer, 
Philip J. Burton, and 
Jerry F. Franklin
2008 | 246 pages.
Paper: $35.00
978-1-59726-403-7

A Critique of Silviculture
Klaus J. Puettmann, 
David Coates, and 
Christian Messier
2008 | 208 pages.
Paper: $30.00
978-1-59726-146-3

Of related interest 
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New
John Rieger, John Stanley, and Ray Traynor

Project Planning and Management for 
Ecological Restoration

Planning and implementing an ecological restoration project successfully and 
within budget can be more difficult than it sounds. From the smallest project 
to large, complex endeavors, the devil is in the details, and even experienced 
restorationists can be tripped up by inaccurate estimations, unexamined 
assumptions, and just plain bad luck.

Project Planning and Management for Ecological Restoration is a long-awaited 
guidebook from restoration pioneers John Rieger, John Stanley, and Ray 
Traynor. Packed with practical advice based on their years spent in the field 
learning what works and what doesn’t, this book walks practitioners through 
all  phases of a successful restoration project from planning to aftercare. The 
text is accompanied by photos and figures illustrating presented concepts, and 
a substantial appendix section provides worksheets, checklists, Gantt charts, 
and other planning tools for readers to use or modify for their own projects.

Restoration professionals, volunteers, landowners, and anyone involved in 
on-the-ground projects to restore ecological function to a piece of land will find 
this book to be an invaluable guide. It offers sound management principles to 
successfully restore landscapes in a way that will satisfy stakeholders, whose 
objectives can sometimes be at odds.

Luminaries in the field of ecological restoration provide a framework for 

creating successful restoration projects

John Rieger has been a restoration ecologist for the past thirty years. He helped to cofound 
the Society for Ecological Restoration in 1987 and served as its first president. John was 
presented the Society’s Service Award in 1995 and the Golden Trowel Award in 1997. He has 
actively promoted ecological restoration throughout his long career, presenting workshops 
throughout the United States, Canada, and England.

John Stanley, a restoration ecologist with more than forty years of experience, is a founding 
member of Society for Ecological Restoration. He is a restoration ecologist with WWW 
RESTORATION, a consulting firm specializing in the protection, restoration, and management 
of watersheds, waterways, and wetlands.
 
Ray Traynor is vice president and general manager of Axiom Xcell, a mobile-application 
design and post-production services firm based in San Diego, California. His background is 
landscape architecture and project management, which he has taught at several restoration 
workshops.

AUTHORS’ RESIDENCES:  San Diego, California; Paradise, California

Science
July 2014 | 8 X 10 | 320 pages. 
33 photos, 47 line art, 7 tables, 28 boxes.
Hardcover: $85.00 978-1-61091-363-8  
Paperback: $42.50 978-1-61091-362-1 
E-Book: $41.99 978-1-61091-566-3
Science and Practice of Ecological Restoration Series
Island Press Short
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Restoring Ecological 
Health to Your Land
Steven I. Apfelbaum and 
Alan Haney
2010 | 264 pages.
Paperback: $32.00
978-1-59726-572-0

Restoring Disturbed 
Landscapes
David J. Tongway and 
John A. Ludwig
2010 | 216 pages.
Paperback: $35.00
978-1-59726-581-2

Of related interest 
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Edited by George Wuerthner, Eileen Crist, and Tom Butler

Keeping the Wild
Against the Domestication of Earth

Is it time to embrace the so-called “Anthropocene”—the age of human 
dominion—and to abandon tried-and-true conservation tools such as parks 
and wilderness areas? Is the future of Earth to be fully domesticated, an 
engineered global garden managed by technocrats to serve humanity? The 
schism between advocates of rewilding and those who accept and even 
celebrate a “post-wild” world is arguably the hottest intellectual battle in 
contemporary conservation.

In Keeping the Wild, a group of prominent scientists, writers, and conservation 
activists responds to the Anthropocene-boosters who claim that wild nature 
is no more (or in any case not much worth caring about), that human-
caused extinction is acceptable, and that “novel ecosystems” are an adequate 
replacement for natural landscapes. With rhetorical fists swinging, the book’s 
contributors argue that these “new environmentalists” embody the hubris 
of the managerial mindset and offer a conservation strategy that will fail to 
protect life in all its buzzing, blossoming diversity. 

With essays from Eileen Crist, David Ehrenfeld, Dave Foreman, Lisi Krall, 
Harvey Locke, Curt Meine, Kathleen Dean Moore, Michael Soulé, Terry 
Tempest Williams, and other leading thinkers, Keeping the Wild provides an 
introduction to this important debate, a critique of the Anthropocene boosters’ 
attack on traditional conservation, and unapologetic advocacy for wild nature.

A passionate call for wild nature

Science & Nature 
May 2014 | 6 X 9 | 248 pages.
Paperback: $24.95 978-1-61091-558-8
E-Book: $23.99 978-1-61091-559-5
Island Press Short
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Aldo Leopold’s Odyssey
Julianne Lutz Newton
2008 | 504 pages.
Paperback: $35.00
978-1-59726-442-6

Hope Is an Imperative
David W. Orr
2011 | 400 pages.
Paper: $32.50
978-1-59726-700-7

George Wuerthner is the ecological projects director for the Foundation for Deep Ecology, 
where he does research and writes about environmental issues. For many years he was a 
full-time freelance photographer and writer and has published thirty-five books on natural 
history, conservation history, ecology, and environmental issues.

Eileen Crist teaches at Virginia Tech in the Department of Science and Technology in Society, 
where she is advisor for the undergraduate program Humanities, Science, and Environment. 
She is author of Images of Animals: Anthropomorphism and Animal Mind and coeditor of 
Gaia in Turmoil: Climate Change, Biodepletion, and Earth Ethics in an Age of Crisis.

Tom Butler, a Vermont-based conservation activist and writer, is the board president of the 
Northeast Wilderness Trust and the former longtime editor of Wild Earth journal. His books 
include Wildlands Philanthropy, Plundering Appalachia, and ENERGY: Overdevelopment and 
the Delusion of Endless Growth.

EDITORS’ RESIDENCES: Helena, Montana; Blacksburg, Virginia; and Vermont

Of related interest 

New
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New in Paperback
George B. Schaller

Tibet Wild
A Naturalist's Journeys on the Roof of the World

An engaging portrait of wildlife and culture in the Tibetan wilderness 

from the world’s preeminent field biologist

George Schaller has spent much of his life traversing wild and isolated places 
in his quest to understand and conserve threatened species—from mountain 
gorillas in the Virunga to snow leopards in the Himalaya. Throughout his 
career, Schaller has spent more time in Tibet than anywhere else, devoting 
over thirty years to the region's unique wildlife, culture, and landscapes.Tibet 
Wild is Schaller’s account of three decades of exploration in the remote 
stretches of Tibet. As human development accelerated, Schaller watched 
the clash between wildlife and people become more common—and more 
destructive. What began as a scientific endeavor became a mission: to work 
with local communities, regional leaders, and national governments to 
protect the ecological richness and culture of the Tibetan Plateau. Whether 
tracking brown bears, penning fables about the tiny pika, or promoting a 
groundbreaking conservation preserve, Schaller has pursued his goal with 
persistence and good humor. Tibet Wild is an intimate journey through the 
wilderness of Tibet, guided by the careful gaze and unwavering passion of a 
life-long naturalist.

George Schaller has received a number of international conservation awards, including the 
Tyler Prize for Environmental Achievement and the Indianapolis Prize in the USA, China’s 
Baogang Environmental Prize, Japan’s Cosmos Prize, India’s Salim Ali Conservation Award, 
and the gold medal of the World Wildlife Fund. 

Spending most of his time in the field in Asia, Africa, and South America, his work has been 
the basis for his scientific and popular writings, including 16 books, among them The Year of 
the Gorilla, The Deer and the Tiger, The Serengeti Lion (a National Book Award winner), The 
Last Panda, A Naturalist and other Beasts, and Tibet Wild. He has also helped to establish 
about a dozen protected areas in various countries.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: Roxbury, Connecticut

Science & Nature
February 2014 | 6 X 9 | 384 pages. 
Paperback: $19.99 978-1-61091-506-9 
E-Book: $19.99 978-1-61091-232-7   
Island Press Trade
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Heatstroke
Anthony D. Barnosky
2010 | 288 pages.
Paper: $25.00
978-1-59726-817-2

Naturalist
Edward O. Wilson
2006 | 416 pages
Paper: $30.00
978-1-59726-088-6

Of related interest 

“Poignant …Tibet Wild…lays out an open-ended account of the struggle to save 
wild places and their inhabitants. I can’t recall any book that has made me care as 
much or think harder about how we might do that.”  —SCIENCE

“In Tibet Wild, [Schaller] not only offers a case study in protecting an obscure 
mammal on tricky political turf but also reflects on his previous projects, many 
of which resulted in protected, self-sustaining populations of once-imperiled 
species.... Tibet Wild would be a fine introduction to Mr. Schaller’s writing and 
remarkably accomplished life for new readers.” —THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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New in Paperback

Eric Dinerstein is Lead Scientist and Vice President of Conservation Science at World Wildlife 
Fund-US. Over the past forty years he has studied bears, rhinos, tigers, bats, and plants and 
many other creatures around the globe, and he remains active in the conservation of rare 
species. He has published over one hundred scientific papers and several books, including 
The Return of the Unicorns: The Natural History and Conservation of the Greater One-Horned 
Rhinoceros and Tigerland and Other Unintended Destinations. In 2007, Tigerland won the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science's award for science writing, the AAAS/
Subaru SB&F Prize for Excellence in Science Books.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: Washington, DC

Eric Dinerstein

The Kingdom of Rarities

The Kingdom of Rarities presents a new context for understanding rarity and its 
implications both for our understanding of how the natural world works, and 
for what it can teach us about protecting biodiversity during a time of large-
scale environmental change. Using cutting-edge science from remote outposts 
around the world, award-winning author Eric Dinerstein animates the key 
questions that scientists are asking themselves about why some species are 
so abundant and others not. What are the rarest species and why are they 
most likely to be found in certain types of environments? Which species have 
always been rare, and which have only recently been made rare? Which should 
we seek to protect most?  

Throughout, Dinerstein explores rarity as a central principle within 
conservation biology, advancing both our understanding of the natural world 
and inspiring the creation of new tools and technologies that can help us 
add to our knowledge and design more effective conservation strategies. He 
focuses on real-time threats to biodiversity, from climate change to habitat 
fragmentation, and draws on his long and distinguished scientific career to 
illuminate the concept of rarity for readers across the spectrum of scientific 
knowledge. 

An original and important investigation of rarity and its relationship to 

conservation

Biodiversity & Wildlife
February 2014 | 6 X 9 | 336 pages. 
Paperback: $24.99 978-1-61091-196-2  
E-Book: $18.99 978-1-61091-207-5  
Selling Territory: Worldwide
Island Press Trade

Tigerland and Other 
Unintended Destinations
Eric Dinerstein
2007 | 296 pages.
Paper: $25.00
978-1-59726-152-4

Conservation by Proxy
Tim Caro
2010 | 400 pages. 
Paper: $40.00
978-1-59726-193-7

Of related interest 

“The well-traveled Mr. Dinerstein presents vivid case studies on the world’s least 
common creatures, from a red hummingbird stranded on Robinson Crusoe Island 
off the coast of Chile to a cryptic forest-dwelling bovine in Vietnam . . . gripping.”  
—THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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Transportation | Land Use Planning
February 2014 | 8.5 X 11 | 349 pages.
75 photographs, 100 figures, 2 tables 
Hardcover: $50.00 978-1-61091-565-6
Selling Territory: Worldwide
Island Press Short

Urban Street Design 
Guide
National Association 
of City Transportation 
Officials
2013 | 192 pages.
Hardcover: $50.00
978-1-61091-494-9

Completing Our Streets
Barbara McCann
2013 | 224 pages.
Paper: $28.00
978-1-61091-431-4

Of related interest 

Newly Designed Hardcover
National Association of City Transportation Officials

Urban Bikeway Design Guide, 
Second Edition

NACTO’s Urban Bikeway Design Guide quickly emerged as the preeminent 
resource for designing safe, protected bikeways in cities across the United 
States. It has been completely re-designed with an even more accessible 
layout. The Guide offers updated graphic profiles for all of its bicycle facilities, 
a subsection on bicycle boulevard planning and design, and a survey of 
materials used for green color in bikeways. The Guide continues to build upon 
the fast-changing state of the practice at the local level. It responds to and 
accelerates innovative street design and practice around the nation.

A new and accessible design of the Urban Bikeway Design Guide, Second Edition

The National Association of City Transportation Officials, NACTO, is a membership 
network that provides support and resources for city transportation officials in cities of all 
sizes. Member cities are Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, 
Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Portland, San Francisco, Seattle, and 
Washington DC. The current NACTO president is Edward Reiskin, Director of Transportation of 
the San Francisco MTA.
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Science | Health
January 2014 | 5.5 X 8.25 | 250 pages. 
Paperback: $19.99 978-1-61091-465-9  
E-Book: $19.99 978-1-61091-466-6
Selling Territory: Worldwide
Island Press Trade 

Evolution in a Toxic World
Emily Monosson
2012 | 240 pages.
Paper: $29.99
978-1-59726-977-3

Lake Effect
Nancy A. Nichols
2008 | 192 pages.
Paper: $25.00
978-1-59726-821-9

Of related interest 

New

Mark Jerome Walters is a veterinarian, a journalist, and a professor at the University of 
South Florida St. Petersburg. He is the author of five books, including A Shadow and a Song 
and Seeking the Sacred Raven.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: St. Petersburg, Florida

Mark Jerome Walters

Seven Modern Plagues
and How We Are Causing Them

Every time we sneeze, there seems to be a new form of flu: bird flu, swine 
flu, Spanish flu, Hong Kong flu, H5N1, and most recently, H5N7. While these 
diseases appear to emerge from thin air, in fact, human activity is driving 
them. And the problem is not just flu, but a series of rapidly evolving and 
dangerous modern plagues.

According to veterinarian and journalist Mark Walters, we are contributing 
to—if not overtly causing—some of the scariest epidemics of our time. 
Through human stories and cutting-edge science, Walters explores the origins 
of seven diseases: mad cow disease, HIV/AIDS, salmonella DT104, Lyme 
disease, hantavirus, West Nile, and new strains of flu. He shows that they 
originate from manipulation of the environment, from emitting carbon and 
clear-cutting forests to feeding naturally herbivorous cows “recycled animal 
protein.”

Readers will both learn how today’s plagues first developed and discover 
patterns that could help prevent the diseases of tomorrow.

A fascinating look at the serious threats to human health from emerging 

zoonotic diseases



Peter H. Gleick is President of the Pacific Institute for Studies in Development, 
Environment, and Security in Oakland, California, and is a recipient of the prestigious 
MacArthur Fellowship for his work on water issues.

AUTHOR RESIDENCE: Oakland, California
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Peter H. Gleick

The World's Water Volume 8
The Biennial Report on Freshwater Resources

Produced biennially, The World’s Water is the most comprehensive and up-to-
to date source of information and analysis on freshwater resources. Each new 
volume examines critical global trends and offers the best data available on a 
variety of topics related to water.

Volume 8 features chapters on hydraulic fracturing (fracking), water footprints, 
sustainable water jobs, and desalination financing, among other timely issues. 
Water briefs provide concise updates on topics including the Dead-Sea and the 
role of water in the Syrian conflict.

The World’s Water is coauthored by MacArthur “genius” Peter H. Gleick and 
his colleagues at the world-renowned Pacific Institute. Since the first volume 
was published in 1998, the series has become an indispensable resource for 
professionals in government agencies and nongovernmental organizations, 
researchers, students, and anyone concerned with water and its use.

The most comprehensive and up-to-date resource available about the 

world’s freshwater resources

Water 
December 2013 | 8.5 X 11 | 420 pages.
Figures, tables, references
Hardcover: $70.00 978-1-61091-481-9  
Paper: $37.50 978-1-61091-482-6
E-Book: $34.99 978-1-61091-483-3  
Selling Territory: Worldwide
Island Press Short

Bottled and Sold
Peter Gleick
2010 | 232 pages.
Paper: $22.00
978-1-61091-162-7

Unquenchable
Robert Jerome Glennon
2010 | 432 pages.
Paper: $19.95
978-1-59726-816-5

Of related interest 

New
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John Grim and Mary Evelyn Tucker are Senior Lecturers and Research Scholars at Yale 
University. They are founders of the Forum on Religion and Ecology at Yale and series 
editors of Religions of the World and Ecology from the Harvard Center for the Study of 
World Religions. They won an Emmy for their film Journey of the Universe with Brian 
Swimme.

AUTHORS’ RESIDENCES: New Haven, Connecticut

John Grim and Mary Evelyn Tucker

Ecology and Religion

From the Psalms in the Bible to the sacred rivers in Hinduism, the natural 
world has been integral to the world’s religions. John Grim and Mary Evelyn 
Tucker contend that today’s growing environmental challenges make the 
relationship ever more vital.

This concise primer explores the history of religious traditions and the 
environment, illustrating how religious teachings and practices both 
promoted and at times subverted sustainability. Subsequent chapters examine 
the emergence of religious ecology, as views of nature changed in religious 
traditions and the ecological sciences. Yet the authors argue that religion and 
ecology are not the province of institutions or disciplines alone. They describe 
four fundamental aspects of religious life: orienting, grounding, nurturing, 
and transforming. Readers then see how these phenomena are experienced 
in a Native American religion, Orthodox Christianity, Confucianism, and 
Hinduism.

Ultimately, Grim and Tucker argue that the engagement of religious 
communities is necessary if humanity is to sustain itself and the planet. 
Students of environmental ethics, theology and ecology, world religions, and 
environmental studies will receive a solid grounding in the burgeoning field 
of religious ecology.

A concise primer by preeminent thinkers in religious ecology

Religion & Environment
January 2014 
5.5 X 8.75 | 304 pages. 
Figures, references, appendixes.
Hardcover: $70.00 978-1-59726-707-6 
Paper: $30.00 978-1-59726-708-3 
E-Book: $34.99 978-1-61091-235-8
Island Press Text 
Selling Territory: Worldwide

Evolution and Christian Faith
Joan Roughgarden
2006 | 168 pages.
Hardcover: $20.00
978-1-59726-098-5

Water Ethics
Edited by Peter G. Brown 
and Jeremy J. Schmidt
2010 | 320 pages.
Paperback: $35.00
978-1-59726-565-2

Of related interest 

New



Thomas J. Wilbanks and Steven Fernandez

Technical Report for the U.S. Department 
of Energy in Support of the National 
Climate Assessment

Climate Change and 
Infrastructure, Urban 
Systems, and Vulnerabilities

New

Hurricane Irene ruptured a Baltimore 
sewer main, resulting in 100 million 
gallons of raw sewage flooding 
the local watershed. Levee failures 
during Hurricane Katrina resulted 
in massive flooding which did not 
recede for months. With temperatures 
becoming more extreme, and storms 
increasing in magnitude, American 

infrastructure and risk-management policies require close 
examination in order to decrease the damage wrought 
by natural disasters. Climate Change and Infrastructure, 
Urban Systems, and Vulnerabilities addresses these needs 
by examining how climate change affects urban buildings 
and communities, and determining which regions are the 
most vulnerable to environmental disaster. 

Developed to inform the 3rd National Climate Assessment, 
and a landmark study in terms of its breadth and depth 
of coverage and conducted under the auspices of the U.S. 
Department of Energy, Climate Change and Infrastructure, 
Urban Systems, and Vulnerabilities examines the known 
effects and relationships of climate change variables on 
American infrastructure and risk-management policies. 
Its rich science and case studies will enable policymakers, 
urban planners, and stakeholders to develop a long-term, 
self-sustained assessment capacity and more effective 
risk-management strategies.

Dr. Thomas J. Wilbanks is a Corporate Research Fellow at 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory and leads Global Change and 
Developing Country Programs at the Laboratory. 

Dr. Steven J. Fernandez is a senior research and development 
staff member at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Science | January 2014 
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Paperback: $29.99 978-1-61091-554-0 
E-Book: $29.99 978-1-61091-556-4
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Edited by Meghan M. Dalton, Philip Mote, and 
Amy K. Snover

Implications for Our Landscapes, Waters, 
and Communities

Climate Change in the 
Northwest

Climate Change in the Northwest: 
Implications for Our Landscapes, Waters, 
and Communities is aimed at assessing 
the state of knowledge about key 
climate impacts and consequences to 
various sectors and communities in the 
northwest United States. It draws on 
a wealth of peer-reviewed literature, 
earlier state-level assessment reports 

conducted for Washington (2009) and Oregon (2010), as 
well as a risk-framing workshop. As an assessment, it 
aims to be representative (though not exhaustive) of the 
key climate change issues as reflected in the growing 
body of Northwest climate change science, impacts, and 
adaptation literature now available.

This report will serve as an updated resource for scientists, 
stakeholders, decision makers, students, and community 
members interested in understanding and preparing for 
climate change impacts on Oregon, Washington, and 
Idaho. This more detailed, foundational report is intended 
to support the key findings presented in the Northwest 
chapter of the Third National Climate Assessment.

Philip W. Mote is a professor in the College of Earth, Ocean, and 
Atmospheric Sciences at Oregon State University; director of the 
Oregon Climate Change Research Institute (OCCRI) for the Oregon 
University System; and director of Oregon Climate Services, the 
official state climate office for Oregon. 

Meghan M. Dalton is a research assistant with the Oregon 
Climate Change Research Institute in the College of Earth, Ocean, 
and Atmospheric Sciences at Oregon State University (OSU). 

Amy K. Snover is Assistant Dean for Applied Research in the 
College of the Environment and Director of the Climate Impacts 
Group at the University of Washington.

Science | October 2013
8 X 10 | 224 pages. 
Paperback: $39.99 978-1-61091-428-4
E-Book: $39.99 978-1-61091-512-0 
Four-color paperback: $ 978-1-61091-560-1 
Selling Territory: Worldwide
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John Davis

Part 3: From the Adirondack Mountains to 
the Gaspé Peninsula

Big, Wild, and Connected

This E-ssential is a three-part series 
that covers John Davis's epic journey 
from Florida to Maine. In 2011, 
with support from the Wildlands 
Network, Davis traveled 7,600 miles 
in 10 months from Florida to Maine 
by foot, bicycle, skis, and canoe/
kayak. His extensive traveles were 
motivated by wanting to answer 
the question “Is it possible in the 
twenty-first century to identify and 

protect a continental-long wildlife corridor that could 
help to protect eastern nature into the future?”

John Davis has been described as “a triathlete meets John 
Muir.” He is a cofounder of Wildlands Network, former editor of 
the journal Wild Earth, program officer at Foundation for Deep 
Ecology, conservation director of Adirondack Council, and 
ongoing volunteer land ranger in Split Rock Wildway. 

AUTHOR RESIDENCE:  Essex, New York

Biodiversity & Wildlife | November 2013
100 pages. 
E-Book: $ 978-1-61091-508-3 
Selling Territory: Worldwide
Island Press Short

Thomas J. Wilbanks and Dan Bilello

Technical Report for the U.S. Department 
of Energy in Support of the National 
Climate Assessment

Climate Change and Energy 
Supply and Use

Developed to inform the 3rd National 
Climate Assessment, and a landmark 
study in terms of its breadth and depth 
of coverage and conducted under the 
auspices of the U.S. Department of 
Energy, Climate Change and Energy 
Supply and Use examines the known 
effects and relationships of climate 
change variables on energy production 

and supply, including oil, gas, thermal electricity, and 
renewable energy.

Knowledge of today’s available energy forms is 
constantly surfacing and changing in the face of climate 
change, making it increasingly important to enhance 
communication about various energy supplies. This 
report on energy supply and use summarizes current 
knowledge, especially emerging findings, about 
implications of climate change for energy production and 
supply (oil and gas, thermal electricity, renewable energy, 
integrated perspectives, and indirect impacts on energy 
systems). A comprehensive resource for community 
planners and researchers, it discusses future risk-
management strategies surrounding water treatment, 
heating or cooling, and mitigation that the country can 
utilize in its energy consumption. 

Dr. Thomas J. Wilbanks is a Corporate Research Fellow at 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory and leads Global Change and 
Developing Country Programs at the Laboratory.

Dan Bilello manages partnership development for the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) Strategic Energy 
Analysis Center.

Science | January 2014  
8 X 10 | 86 pages. 
Paperback: $29.99 978-1-61091-552-6 
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Developed to inform the 3rd National Climate Assessment to be released this spring, this 
Island Press series comprises eleven regional and sectoral reports that highlight past 
climate trends, projected climate change and vulnerabilities, and impacts to specific 
sectors. The state of the art information in each report comes from a broad range of 
experts in academia, private industry, state and local governments, NGOs, professional 
societies, and impacted communities. These books also include case studies on topics 
such as adaptive capacity; climate change effects on freshwater availability and quality; 
regional and community economies; urbanization, transportation, and infrastructure 
vulnerabilities; ecosystem services; and agriculture sustainability.

National Climate Assessment Technical Input Reports

Titles in this series:

•	 Climate	Change	and	Pacific	Islands:	Indicators	and	Impacts
•	 Coastal	Impacts,	Adaptation,	and	Vulnerabilities
•	 Climate	Change	in	the	Midwest:	A	Synthesis	Report	for	the	National	Climate	Assessment
•	 Climate	Change	in	the	Northeast:	A	Sourcebook
•	 Climate	Change	in	the	Northwest:	Implications	for	Our	Landscapes,	Waters,	and	Communities
•	 Oceans	and	Marine	Resources	in	a	Changing	Climate
•	 Climate	of	the	Southeast	United	States:	Variability,	Change,	Impacts,	and	Vulnerability
•	 Assessment	of	Climate	Change	in	the	Southwest	United	States
•	 Great	Plains	Technical	Input	Report
•	 Climate	Change	and	Energy	Supply	and	Use
•	 Climate	Change	and	Infrastructure,	Urban	Systems,	and	Vulnerabilities

For more on these reports, visit islandpress.org/ip/books/series/NCA



Increasing access to knowledge is a critical part of achieving our mission. We strive to 
connect ideas with people who can put them directly into practice. Whether you are 
a policymaker, business leader, practitioner, student or concerned citizen, you can 
connect with Island Press through our programs and partnerships, including: 

The Conservation Finance Network (CFN) at Island Press seeks to accelerate the pace, scale, and 
effectiveness of land and resource conservation in the United States through the application of 
innovative financial concepts, tools, techniques, and strategies. By delivering intensive trainings and 
building a network of professionals from across the conservation, finance, and philanthropic sectors, 
CFN fills a crucial need by increasing people’s capacity to find practical solutions to problems of 
resource conservation. By providing a dynamic forum for learning, interaction, and sustained support, 
CFN fosters the development and application of ideas with real world impact. Visit our website for the 
latest information at conservationfinancenetwork.org. 

The Sustainability Knowledge Network helps facilitate the development of local solutions by 
connecting national and international thought leaders with local policymakers and professionals in 
the fields of urban planning, community health, built environment, transportation, and sustainability. 
Events are currently held in Washington, DC, San Francisco and Seattle. Visit islandpress.org/events for 
more information.

Island Press Programs and Partnerships

The Security and Sustainability Forum, securityandsustainabilityforum.org, is an online learning 
organization focused on climate security that reaches policymakers at all levels of government, 
academics, and industry and non-profit professionals. In 2013, Island Press joined forces with the 
forum to connect its network with our experts in such fields as urban sustainability and climate change.
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Increasing access to knowledge is a critical part of achieving our mission. We strive to 
connect ideas with people who can put them directly into practice. Whether you are 
a policymaker, business leader, practitioner, student or concerned citizen, you can 
connect with Island Press through our programs and partnerships, including: 

The Conservation Finance Network (CFN) equips conservationists with cutting-edge finance techniques 
to help them protect and steward natural resources. Visit our website for the latest information at http://
conservationfinancenetwork.org/.

Developed to inform the 2013 National Climate Assessment, this series comprises nine regional reports that 
highlight past climate trends, projected climate change and vulnerabilities, and impacts to specific sectors. The 
state of the art information in each report comes from a broad range of experts in academia, private industry, 
state and local governments, NGOs, professional societies, and impacted communities. These books also 
include case studies on topics such as adaptive capacity; climate change effects on freshwater availability and 
quality; regional and community economies; urbanization, transportation, and infrastructure vulnerabilities; 
ecosystem services; and agriculture sustainability.

National Climate Assessment Regional Input Reports

Titles in this series:

• Climate Change and Pacific Islands: Indicators and Impacts
• Coastal Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerabilities
• Climate Change in the Midwest: A Synthesis Report for the National Climate Assessment
• Climate Change in the Northeast: A Sourcebook
• Climate Change in the Northwest: Implications for Our Landscapes, Waters, and Communities
• Oceans and Marine Resources in a Changing Climate
• Climate of the Southeast United States: Variability, Change, Impacts, and Vulnerability
• Assessment of Climate Change in the Southwest United States
• Great Plains Technical Input Report

The Sustainability Knowledge Network helps facilitate the development of local solutions by connecting 
national and international thought leaders with local policymakers and professionals in the fields of urban 
planning, community health, built environment, transportation, and sustainability. Events are currently held in 
San Francisco and Seattle. Visit islandpress.org/events for more information.

Island Press Programs
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